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Wohnen am Alfred-Scholz Platz
Project type: Architecture

This study examines a long part-empty property
occupying a prime location on Alfred-Scholz Platz,
Neukölln. The building known as Rix House, is
augmented with a new 5 level addition that proudly
announces the entry to Rixdorf while addind a diverse
mix of modest to extravagent dwellings with a shared
roof terrace and an innovative ’First Mile’ community
logistic center, addressing the square
Project value: NA
Role: Private project researched and designed by
Lindsay Webb
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Country Transfer
Project type: Architecture

This ‘tree change’ dwelling will serve as a compact
country home for a telecommuting executive in the
NSW central west. The large volume generated by
simple A -Frame provides overflow for guestes as
well as providing stack cooling. An open -’front to
back’ plan integrates the sunny side of the plot (with
planned vegetable garden) and the impressive valley
views offered to the south.
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Project value: $300k AUD
Role: Concept and design for a private client. Project
in planning.
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Coffs Harbour Court House
Project type: Architecture

Inspired by the local landscape, the design is formed around an
impressive stand of eucalyptus trees. The building’s interiors,
including five state-of-the-art courtrooms, reference the
eucalypts’ colours and textures.
Project value: $50 million AUD
Role: Design architect responsible for conceptual design,
court house interior concepts, public spaces and services
coordination for PTW Architects — up to and including tender
documents

Public Housing Camperdown
Project type: Architecture

These state-sponsored dwellings are built on one
of Sydney’s busiest roads. Planning required an
innovative approach to mitigating severe acoustic
conditions. A convection stack is employed to
induce cross ventilation, permitting the heavilyglazed windows to remain closed. The resulting air
movement is exhausted through fire-protected and
acoustically-baffled chimneys.
Project value: $11 million AUD
Role: Project designer (conception to completion) and
project manager for PTW Architects

Police Headquarters
Project type: Architecture

The police station is rendered approachable and welcoming by its lively
public façade, the design of which is derived from a visual abstraction
of the local forest. The interiors are heavily determined by the needs of
the police force, including the robust requirements of holding cells that
integrate with the adjacent court house.
Project value: $25 million AUD
Role: Design and project architect responsible for concept, schematic,
detailed design and services coordination, including client negotiations
and liaison for PTW Architects, up to and including full tender

St Basil’s Nursing Home and Aged Care Apartments
Project type: Architecture

Integrated 113-room residential care facility and 79 self
care apartments in diverse configurations. The design
features a publicly accessible internal ‘street’, around which
a gym, a pool, a café, a day centre, gardens and a chapel
are organised. This integration seeks to reduce isolation
and the institutional ambiance that too often pervades aged
care developments.
Project value: $21 million AUD – apartments only
Role: Project architect responsible for design development
of the three residential buildings for PTW Architects

The Canberra Hospital Adult Metal Health Unit
Project type: Architecture

Forty acute care beds and a range of facilities congregate around
courtyards that provide opportune environmental variation and
relief. In working closely with the hospital’s health team plus
many stakeholders (including ex-patients), holistic concepts were
developed in an open, iterative process, the results of which are
now considered benchmarks for Australian mental health care.
Project value: $28 million AUD
Role: Design architect for PTW Architects responsible for concept
development, stakeholder workshop facilitation, detailed design,
and preparation of tender documents

Urban Smart Hub
Project type: Urban design/Digital infrastructure

CANOPY

This Smart Hub is an excursion into new grounds in digital
placemaking. Re-conceptualising the public telephone
or payphone, the Smart Hub brings mobile infrastructure
to the street in a multi-use platform serving citizens, city
administrators and researchers .

- IoT sensors
- Amplifier
- Speakers
- IoT CPU

Project value: CIC
Role: Author of initial project white paper; leader of 2 design
studies at the University of New South Wales. Since 2017:
Innovation Manager at Telstra Corporation, leading hardware
and software design integration with project partner JCDecaux
in France.

TOP BOX
MAIN BODY
- Network Gateway
- Network Switch
- Cellular radios
- Phone CPU and Board
- Smart Hub CPU x 2
- Payment hardware
- Device charging module
- Heat exchanger
- Display x 3
- Cable management

- IoT sensors
- WIFI antennae
- Cellular antenna/4G
- IoT Network hardware

BASE
- Fiber termination
- Smart Meter (mains connection)
- Electrical distribution box
- IoT Network hardware
Pedestrian zone
Street furniture zone
Building line

Barangeroo Foreshore Redevelopment
Project type: Urban design

A finalist (final 5) in the East Darling Harbour (now
Barangaroo) international design competition for the
re-development of a redundant city port. A novel parti
of interlocking built and open public domain, provides
a clear delineation for development and a diversity of
open spaces.
Role: PTW Architects team member and designer

Public Housing Redfern
Project type: Urban design

This scheme of 38 terrace houses and 52 ‘agein-place’ apartments strives to re-establish urban
patterns in a part of inner Sydney that had been
diminished by poor planning strategies in the 1960s.
Shared spaces for social interaction between
residents of both row terraces and low-maintenance
accessible apartments encourage community-building
and local pride.
Project value: $25 million AUD
Role: Design architect for PTW architects from
concept phase to completion of design development.

Homebush Bay Bicycle & Footbridge
Project type: Urban design

A private developer’s initiative to build a pedestrian and bicycle
bridge to link a proposed new city quarter to the rail network
prompted a bridge concept focusing on community integration.
After successful navigation through a highly political and complex
stakeholder process, the project was adopted and eventually
upgraded to include public transport.
Project value: $20 million AUD
Role: Project conception and urban design working with the Town
Planner and structural engineers ARUP, through inception, concept
design and feasibility phases. Upgrade by Scott Carver Architects

Sydney Olympic Park
Project type: Urban design

Master Plan 2025 is a government initiative to
revitalise the primary site of the 2000 Sydney
Olympic Games. Applied strategies of densification
and programmatic diversification, including the
introduction of a residential community, more
efficiently integrate Sydney’s most important event
quarter.
Role : Urban designer and design panel member for
the executive director of the Sydney Olympic Park
Authority NSW.

Nemesis Clock
Project type: Public art

Nemesis Clock is a custom, fully-functioning neon
clock that presents an ever-changing poetic phrase.
As time goes by, the clock’s numbers affect the
sense of the illuminated text, which expresses subtle
fluctuations in the weighting of an individual’s or an
institution’s “virtue”. A commissioned courthouse
artwork that demonstrates balance, counterbalance,
and the shaping of society by human attitude.
Role: Artist, collaboration with Elena Knox

Snoösphere
Project type: Art installation

Snoösphere is an expansive, responsive art
installation where audiences can roam, touch and
explore. It was designed and created with autistic
artists, who have a unique sense of how spaces can
perform sensorially and energetically. Its immersive
sound, vision, aroma, and touch- and heat-controlled
elements affect the entire sensorium, pushing
boundaries of engagement and arts access while
gaining insight into neuro-diversity. The project
was inspired by experience gained in designing the
Canberra Hospital Adult Mental Health Unit, and by
extensive research into perception in architecture and
the potential of therapeutic spaces.
Role: Designer and artist, collaboration with Elena
Knox + invited contributors.

Actroid Series II
Project type: Artwork
Actroid Series II is a group of stills, composite photographs, video
portraits and interactions that point up the potential uses of humanoid
robots for AI monitoring and surveillance.
Exhibitions: Actroid Series II, Open Site 6, Tokyo Arts and Space, Tokyo
2021 (full series)
Art Machines 2, Run Run Shaw Creative Media Centre, Hong Kong 2021
(partial)
Role: Artistic collaboration with Elena Knox. Photography and
videography, compositing, sound design and programming.

You Are Hear
Project type: Art installation

You Are Hear is a site-specific acoustic work that directly
engages architectural perception through the occupation of
space. It was a public event in Australia Square, Australia’s
first skyscraper by renowned architect Harry Seidler. After
converting the geometric proportions of the building into a
custom microtonal sound scale, a non-repeating, endless
audio composition was spatialised and distributed through 20
loudspeakers throughout the circular space of Australia Square’s
lobby. The resulting ‘aural architecture’ amplifies the subjective
experience of each individual occupant.
Role: Artist, collaboration with Amanda Cole

Aural Visions
Project type: Art installation/performance

Aural Vision searches for a synesthetic space state. Invited
by Expanded Architecture and The RocksSydney Harbour
Foreshore Authority to reinterpret a historic, heritage-listed
building, we created an electronic system that combines
separate audio and video local field recordings to illuminate
architectural space. The video and audio are synthesized into
control voltages which are fed into one another so that a form
of cross-modulation takes place, while layers of feedback are
managed into the system, including the sounds of visitors to
the space.
Role: Artist, collaboration with Ed Leckie

Cathode Ray Trio
Project type: Art performance

Building on technologies and concepts developed in
previous electronic and sensory spatial explorations,
Cathode Ray Trio (CRT) is a performance unit that
merges ghetto electronics with hi-tech tools and neotraditional dance into a new techno-space form.
Role: Artist, collaboration with Ed Leckie and Lian Loke

Architectural Photography
Since 2020, I have been actively developing a portfolio in architectural
photography. Inspired by the complexity of the built environment and the
fraught relationship between it and the world of images. I’m excited to see
where this new journey takes me.
A further selection of images can be downloaded here (6.8mb)

Paul-Gerhard-Kirche. [Fehling + Gogel] Photographed for the
Kirchengemeinde Alt-Schöneberg
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Creative documentation of ‘Ausbauhaus am Südkreuz’ for
Praeger Richter Architekten. Work in Progress

Flying sculptures performace photographed for Tomás Saraceno.
Ruinart vinyard and campus Reims, France. May 2021

Ongoing personal works exploring various aspects of the
built environment/urban conditions. Currently, The Meaning
of Blue, Brandschutzwände and Awkward icons.

